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ABSTRACT: The transduction of odorant binding into cellu-
lar signaling by olfactory receptors (ORs) is not understood 
and knowing its mechanism would enable developing new 
pharmacology and biohybrid electronic detectors of volatile 
organic compounds bearing high sensitivity and selectivity. 
The electrical characterization of ORs in bulk experiments is 
subject to microscopic models and assumptions. We have di-
rectly determined the nanoscale electrical properties of ORs 
immobilized in a fixed orientation, and their change upon 
odorant binding, using electrochemical scanning tunneling 
microscopy (EC-STM) in near-physiological conditions. Re-
cordings of current versus time, distance, and electrochemi-
cal potential allows determining the OR impedance parame-
ters and their dependence with odorant binding. Our results 
allow validating OR structural-electrostatic models and their 
functional activation processes.  

Olfactory receptors (ORs) comprise the largest multigene 
family in the vertebrates, with about 400 genes identified in 
humans.1,2 They are expressed primarily by olfactory sensory 
neurons located in the olfactory epithelium in the nasal cavity 
and are responsible for odorant detection. Moreover, the ex-
pression of ORs in other tissues have been reported, where 
they exert distinct biological functions.3,4 ORs belong to the 
class A (rhodopsin-like) family of G protein-coupled receptors 
(GPCRs). Around half of the GPCRs are ORs.  GPCRs are the 
most abundant membrane proteins having widespread, 

significant roles in signal transduction in cells. Therefore, they 
are a major pharmacological target, with approximately the 
40% of approved drugs on the market targeting GPCRs. 5,6  
 
The mechanism of olfactory transduction in the main olfac-
tory epithelium involves OR switching from a conformation-
ally inactive state towards an active state upon ligand binding, 
which couples with the intracellular G protein Golf and acti-
vates adenylyl cyclase type-III. This leads to an increase of the 
intraciliary level of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) 
opening cyclic-nucleotide-gated (CNG) non-selective cation 
channels. The subsequent ionic flux causes membrane depo-
larization, the activation of Na+-channels and consequently, 
action potential firing.7 ORs show high selectivity and sensi-
tivity towards odorant detection,8 a characteristic that 
prompted the development of biohybrid sensors using ORs for 
the detection of volatile organic compounds.9,10 This made the 
electrical characterization of ORs a subject of interest, which 
has been mainly addressed by electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) in bulk experiments.11,12 However, their mi-
croscopic interpretation relies on theoretical models of the 
protein electric properties and is subject to assumptions. 
These models are generally based on equivalent impedance 
networks trying to link the dipoles and charges of the back-
bone and side chains of the receptor in its native and activated 
state, with the experimental results obtained.13,14 Here, we 
have determined directly the nanoscale electrical properties of 
human OR hOR1A1 in the presence of its cognate ligand dihy-
drojasmone, using electrochemical scanning tunneling 



 

microscopy (EC-STM) under bipotentiostatic control. In par-
ticular, we have measured current-voltage (I-V), current-time 
(I-t) and current-distance (I-z) characteristics of the receptor 
immobilized in a fixed orientation in a near-physiological en-
vironment. ORs behave as parallel resistor-capacitor (RC) cir-
cuits with R and C decreasing by 20 % upon ligand binding. 
Our results will allow validating OR structural-electrostatic 
models and their functional activation including odorant 
binding at the extracellular side and guanosine triphosphate 
(GTP) binding and G protein release at the intracellular side. 
 

hOR1A1 was overexpressed in a stable tetracycline inducible 
HEK293S GnTI- cell line as previously described.15  The recep-
tor was engineered by inserting the epitope tags rho1D4 at the 
C-terminal and FLAG at the N-terminal to allow its purifica-
tion and detection. Circular dichroism analysis demonstrated 
that detergent-solubilized FLAG-rho1D4-tagged hOR1A1was 
properly folded into α-helical structure, as expected for the 
secondary structures of a GPCR.16 Receptor functionality was 
assessed by ligand binding using an intrinsic tryptophan fluo-
rescence assay, which revealed the receptor bound its cognate 
odorant, dihydrojasmone, with an affinity in the micromolar 
range exhibiting a Kd value of 1.4 ± 0.5 µM (Figure 1A). 

 

We imaged by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and measured 
the single-protein current-bias voltage (I-V) characteristics of 
hOR1A1 in a physiological environment (50 mM phosphate 
buffer pH 7.4) by EC-STM. The experiments were conducted 
under bipotentiostatic control of the probe and sample elec-
trodes versus an Ag/AgCl (SSC) reference electrode, with and 
without the presence of dihydrojasmone. I-V measurements 
were performed at a fixed separation between the probe and 

sample (given by a setpoint current of 0.4 nA) to avoid physi-
cal contact between the STM probe and the protein.17 The  
STM feedback loop allowed fixing the setpoint current and it 
was turned off during 0.86 s to perform each I-V recording at 
a rate of 581 mV/s. This avoids the biasing that might be intro-
duced by the contact geometry in contact mode, 18 and pro-
vides a more flexible configuration. 

 
Figure 2. (A) Ensemble of EC-STM current-bias voltage (I-V) 
curves obtained for half anti-Rhodopsin (grey) and hOR1A1 
(blue), showing the decrease in conductance upon receptor 
immobilization. (B) Conductance histograms obtained from 
the linear fitting of individual I-V curves for half anti-Rhodop-
sin (grey), hOR1A1 before (blue) and after incubation with 30 
µM dihydrojasmone (red). (C) Plot of the conductance varia-
tion in hOR1A1with the increasing dihydrojasmone concentra-
tion. Dashed black lines are an eye-guide. Values are the mean 
± SE. n = 150. * P < 0.03, ** P < 0.01, **** P < 0.0001. Experiments 
were conducted at a constant sample potential (US) of 250 mV, 
current set point = 0.4 nA, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 
pH 7.4. 

 

A uniform orientation of the receptor is essential in single 
molecule experiments, 19,20 and to achieve it hOR1A1 was im-
mobilized on the Au(111) electrode of the EC-STM by half anti-
Rhodopsin antibody, against the C-terminal tag Rho1D4,21 
(Figure 1B). Coverage of the substrate was monitored by 
atomic force microscopy imaging (Figure S1). Height 

Figure 1. (A) Binding activity of purified hOR1A1 using intrin-
sic tryptophan fluorescence. Dose-response relationship of 
hOR1A1 fluorescence (λexc = 280 nm, λexc = 340 nm) follow-
ing dihydrojasmone application. The data were fitted with sig-
moid dose-response curves and Kd value obtained (mean ± s.d, 
N = 3). (B) Schematic representation of the experimental set-
up. Due to lack of any crystalline structure for hOR1A1, se-
quence homology with Phyre2 has been used for the receptor 
representation. Abbreviations: WE, working electrode; RE, 
reference electrode; CE, counter electrode. 



 

histograms show a peak centered at 4.8 ± 0.9 nm after the in-
cubation with the hOR1A1, which was attributed to the recep-
tor, in agreement with the sequence homology data obtained 
for hOR1A1.22  
 

Sample potential (US) and initial probe potential (initial UP) 
were set at 0.25 V and 0.45 V, respectively. Faradaic leakage 
current was maintained below a few pA through probe insula-
tion.23 To obtain each I-V plot, the probe was positioned over 
the sample at a current set point of 0.4 nA, the feedback loop 
disconnected and the probe current recorded while a voltage 
ramp is applied to the EC-STM probe. Up to 150 I-V curves 
were recorded at different sample positions by sweeping the 
probe potential back and forth from 0.15 to 0.40 V (bias (Ubias 
= UP-US) = -0.10 to 0.15 V), covering a physiological range of 
cell membrane potential.24  
 
I-V measurements of half anti-Rhodopsin antibody alone, and 
hOR1A1 immobilized through half anti-Rhodopsin antibody 
are shown in Figure 2A. The presence of hOR1A1 caused a pro-
nounced reduction of conductance. We observed a linear I-V 
response in all cases; thus, a single conductance value (fitted 
I-V slope) can be assigned to each I-V trace. Figure 2B shows 
measured distributions of the conductance values obtained 
for anti-Rhodopsin antibody, and hOR1A1 immobilized 
through half anti-Rhodopsin antibody with and without the 
presence of the OR cognate ligand dihydrojasmone at 30 µM 
concentration. The presence of the ligand caused a significant 
increase of conductance in hOR1A1.  
 
To exclude contributions from the media in the gap between 
the probe and the sample, we conducted static break junction 
experiments.23,25 With the feedback loop transiently discon-
nected, we recorded current vs. time (I-t) at a constant bias of 
0.2 V (US = 0.25 V and UP = 0.45V) and at a current set point 
of 0.3 nA. Spontaneous contact between the probe and the 
sample results in jumps (blinks) of the current that last as 
much as the contact does (Figure S2A). They represent solely 
the net conductance flowing through the receptor, thus with-
out the contribution of the media. By collecting the blinks 
with subtracted current baseline and setting them to a com-
mon time origin, 2D-blinking maps were built. These maps 
show the variability in conductance that is introduced by the 
geometry of the contact (Figure S2B). Taking the most proba-
ble conductance peak, we observed that binding to dihydro-
jasmone caused a conductance increase (Figure S2C) as in I-V 
non-contact measurements. In general, conductance values 
obtained in I-t measurements are lower, as expected from the 
more resistive environment of the protein.  
 
Treatment with increasing concentrations of dihydrojasmone 
(0-30 µM) lead to a growth of conductance (Figure 2C). Fitting 
the data using Hill sigmoidal equation with variable slope (i.e., 
4 parameters logistical) (Figure S3) yielded an EC50 of 11.2 µM, 
in agreement with previous results,15 and thereby validating 
our EC-STM set-up for studying hOR1A1-dihydrojasmone 
binding. A Hill coefficient of 9.9 was obtained from the fit in-
dicating a non-linear relation between de EC-STM response 
and odorant concentration. Supralinear relation (i.e., Hill co-
efficient > 1) has been previously reported for ORs and at-
tributed to repeated binding.26,27  
 
We also conducted current-distance (I-z) measurements on 
hOR1A1 in the absence/presence of dihydrojasmone at the 

same concentrations used in I-V experiments (Figure S4). I-z 
measurements were conducted as previously described,19,28 at 
a current set point of 0.4 nA, and at a constant bias of 0.2 V 
(US = 0.25 V and UP = 0.45V). Up to 100 I-z curves were rec-
orded per sample and distance decay factors (β) were quanti-
fied from individual semi-logarithmic I-z plots. We observed 
that β decreases with the increasing dihydrojasmone concen-
tration, suggesting that dihydrojasmone increases the spatial 
span of the hOR1A1 currents. 

 

Besides the conductance increase, I-V curves showed a shift of 
around 20 mV in the open-circuit voltage (VOC) towards lower 

Figure 3. (A) Superimposition of I-V curves from hOR1A1 be-
fore (blue) and after (red) incubation with 30 µM dihydro-
jasmone ligand. Dihydrojasmone causes a shift towards a 
lower absolute value of the open-circuit voltage (VOC), inset. 
(B) VOC histograms obtained from the linear fitting of individ-
ual I-V curves in A. (C) Plot of the VOC variation (absolute val-
ues) in hOR1A1with the increasing dihydrojasmone concentra-
tion. Dashed black lines are an eye-guide. Values are the mean 
± SE. n = 150. * P < 0.03, ** P < 0.01, **** P < 0.0001. Experiments 
were conducted at a constant sample potential (US) of 250 mV, 
current set point = 0.4 nA, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, 
pH 7.4. 

 



 

potentials (absolute values) in the presence of dihydro-
jasmone (Figure 3A), which is not observed in the absence of 
the ligand (Figure S5A). The VOC value obtained from the I-V 
curves for the hOR1A1 was 33.8 ± 0.2 mV, which was similar to 
that obtained for the half anti-Rhodopsin antibody alone (VOC 
= 31.5 ± 0.2 mV) and significantly higher (P < 0.0001) than that 
obtained for hOR1A1 with dihydrojasmone at 30 µM concen-
tration (VOC = 21.8 ± 0.3 mV; Figure 3B). This indicates that 
ligand binding produces a decrease in the receptor potential. 
Treatment with increasing concentrations of dihydrojasmone 
(0-30 µM) caused VOC to decrease exponentially with a 1/e of 
12.8 µM (Figure 3C and S5D).   
 
The existence of a Voc different of zero in the experimental 
results suggests that hOR1A1 acts as an electrical first order 
system to a voltage ramp. Reported EIS measurements in bulk 
showed that ligand binding in ORs can be monitored follow-
ing the variation of the impedance spectra. Nyquist plots were 
fitted using a modified Randles equivalent circuit, in which 
the response of the receptor was essentially described by the 
impedance of the Rp-CPE parallel circuit.29 In agreement with 
that, we modeled the electrical behavior of hOR1A1 as an RC 
parallel circuit (Figure 4A), and empiric impedance values 
were directly determined, resulting in R1 = 583 MΩ, C1 = 0.10 
nF (SI).  The interaction of OR with dihydrojasmone produces 
a decrease of around an 11% of the resistive part, and around a 
30% of the capacitive part of the electrical equivalent circuit 
(from 683 MΩ to 517 MΩ, and from 0.10 nF to 0.07 nF, respec-
tively. See SI).  
 
In conclusion, we have measured the nanoscale conductance 
of hOR1A1 in nearly physiological conditions and we have 
found that dihydrojasmone binding to the receptor causes an 
increase in conductance that can be measured from both I-V 
and I-t recordings, and which is dose dependent. The EC50 of 
11.2 µM determined is within the range of EC50 values previ-
ously reported for hOR1A1,15 thus indicating that changes in 
conductance are correlated with ligand binding. Strikingly, di-
hydrojasmone binding produces a shift in VOC towards lower 
potentials. This indicates that ligand binding induces a depo-
larization of the receptor that causes a decrease in the imped-
ance, in good agreement with the microscopic model pro-
posed by Alfinito et al. for ORs, which is based on the outcome 
of bulk experiments.11,30 Dihydrojasmone binding causes a 
conformational change in the receptor that may alter charge 
distribution facilitating charge transfer, as demonstrated by I-
z measurements, and thereby increasing conductance (Figure 
4B) and spatially extending (reducing) the β decay rate. The 
dependence of both conductance and VOC with ligand concen-
tration agrees with the proposed mechanism of activation of 
GPCRs, for which a complex series of conformationally stable 
intermediates have been described to evolve towards a more 
active state with the increasing ligand concentration.31 Finally, 
the simultaneous measurement of RC equivalent by means of 
the VOC potential allows increasing the electrical sensitivity at 
single receptor level for biosensing applications. The electric 
model and fit predicts that faster I-V ramps would provide 
even larger VOC shifts and thus higher ligand sensitivity both 
for fundamental and sensing applications.  

 
Overall, EC-STM proved as a reliable technique to study the 
nanoscopic electrical properties of hOR1A1, which were meas-
ured with unprecedented control over the receptor orienta-
tion and in nearly physiological conditions. The changes 

induced by ligand binding in conductance and specially in VOC 
values, pave the way towards the development of better bio-
hybrid odorant sensors. 
 

 
Figure 4. (A) Electrical equivalent model proposed: a combi-
nation of RC parallel circuits for the OR (R1C1) and the half 
antibody (R2C2). The values of R1 and C1 are regulated by the 
ligand concentration. (B) Dihydrojasmone binding to hOR1A1 
may cause charge reorganization facilitating charge transfer 
and increasing conductance. 
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